PROTECT TREES FOR OUR BETTER LIVING IN FUTURE - GOVERNOR

Panaji:July 4, 2019

The Governor of Goa Dr ( Smt ) Mridula Sinha has said that we have our co-existence with nature without which our existence is not possible. Therefore trees are very important for our survival.

Dr Sinha was speaking as the Chief Guest at a function organized by the Department of Forests (Social Forestry Division) to mark the celebration of Vanamahotsava-2019 at Cabo Raja Bhavan forest area, Dona Paula today.

Dr Sinha said we get rain, fresh air, shadow, wood for various uses from trees therefore we have to protect trees. Knowing the importance of trees she suggested to plant more and more trees to keep our surrounding evergreen.

Dr. Sinha further said trees are living beings they have feelings. We have to speak to them. We celebrate every year a feast called Vanamahotsava a glory or richness of nature The purpose behind is to to spread message of importance of trees among the people. Let’s pledge ourselves to plant more trees and protect them for our better living in future she added.

Dr. Sinha thereafter distributed saplings of fruit bearing trees to the students of Bal Bhavan Primary School Panajim. Earlier the Governor and her spouse Dr. Ramkripal Sinhja planted fruit bearing trees like jackfruit, Jamun trees respectively on the occasion.

Shri Subhash Chandra, ( IFS) Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, Shri Santosh Kumar, ( IFS) Addl. Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, Shri Raju Desai, ( IFS) Asst. Conservator of Forests, Shri Vishram Borkar, SP, ADC to Governor, Shri Raj Vir Rathod Squadran Leader (ADC) Shri Rupesh Kumar Thakur IAS, Secretary to Governor, Ms. Biju Naik, Jt. Secretary to Governor, and staff of Raj Bhavan, Forest Department and others present on the occasion.
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